
 
 

 

 

 

Since inception Chakdaha College has been delivering a quality academic and administrative services 

without compromise any bottleneck and maintain a footprint of “sustainable quality “. The IQAC of the 

Chakdaha College professionally initiate feedback from our valuable alumni to make a feed forward plan. 

mostly on the day of reunion meetings of different department and alumni meet on the special occasion, IQAC 

used the opportunity to implore feedback from the recently passed out alumni on important aspects which 

include: 

The usefulness of higher studies and career planning. 

The usefulness of the courses in terms of employment and entrepreneurship. 

Whether the alumni have any role to fortify the college. 

Feeling about the college being a past student. 

473 alumni out of which 42.7% male and 57.3% are female participated in the feedback study and 

responded 8 in depth questions. 
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The usefulness of higher studies and career planning. 

Chakdaha college always introduced new courses for her student which help the students to shape their  

higher studies and career planning. 29.8% responded are strongly agreed, 53.3% are agree and 12.5% are 

neutral about the question of whether the new courses introduced meet contemporary requirements. 

 

The usefulness of the courses in terms of employment and career planning. 

About 56% responded strongly agree, 38.5% agree and rest of the responded almost are indifferent and 

opined that courses taught is helpful in their career planning either for higher studies or become a 

entrepreneur. The outcome achieved because teaching faculty member of the college constantly guided 

regarding their future thought throughout their course study. 

 

Whether the alumni have any role to fortify the college 

In feedback question whether the alumni have a role to strengthen the college academically, 38.5% 

alumni are strongly agreeing 49% alumni are agree and 10% alumni are neutral. Feedback also shows 

that about 78% responded alumni believe that they financially strengthen the college in “agree to 

strongly agree “manner. The alumni have also play a role to introduced to introduced new courses, 

50.3% are agree and 37.2% are strongly agree and 11% are neutral about this. For this fruitful result 

college undertake department wise alumni association and re-union programme, 49.7% are strongly 

agree 39.5% are agree and 9.3% responded are neutral on the feedback question. 

 

Feeling about the college being a past student. 

Very surprising result has emerged regarding the question of their feeling of pride of the alumni of 

Chakdaha college. 71.5% responded strongly agree and 25.4% are agree and negligible 


